For the pleasure of the eyes and taste buds, follow an historic and gastronomic route around the multiple markets in Toulouse and enjoy some exceptional products.

You will visit some of the markets such as:

The Halle des Carmes where you will find a range of fruit and vegetables, meat and sausages, bread and pastries .... A feast for the eyes!

The Marché Saint Cyprien located on the left bank of the city, it is the only covered market in Toulouse to have been kept in its original state. This particularity gives the place a popular appearance, in harmony with the conviviality of the market.

The marché Victor Hugo is the biggest in Toulouse housing 85 exhibitors. The originality of this market lies in the restaurants installed on the first floor of the hall, which give pride of place to the local products sold on the ground floor. A good way to check the quality of the food on offer on the stalls.

During this gourmet tour you will be able to sample different typical French and Toulouse products.